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Seeing Around Corners

1. Digging out; Dealing with Pent Up Demand
2. The Hard Decision Dividend: Innovating Forward
3. Waving, Not Drowning
4. Leading in Place: From CIO to Citizen
5. Government as a Social Enterprise: Big Data meets Local. Mobile. Social
6. Preparing Yourself for Tomorrow
You’ve seen the bottom....

You’re making the hard decisions
The Long Hard Climb

$200B
taken out of SLG
5 Years of pent up demand
The Innovation Lifecycle

- Invention (Curiosity)
- Commercialization (Opportunity)
- Democratization (Passion)
I have no special talent.
I am only **passionately curious**.

-Albert Einstein
Next Wave of Government Technology

Here’s the thing about waves....

You either ride them or they wash over you!